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CORE QUESTIONS:  KEEPING FOCUS
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SUMMER OF 2007:  Europython, Vilnius, Lithuania





Shomar:  a Wanderer

Other

Bio…

Art and Engineering



PYCON 2009:  WORKSHOP FOR TEACHERS
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OK, not exactly a 
tunnel here, just a 
“smart student”
riding our Max, a 
“digital math 
mascot.”

It’s time for a smarter math track…

Coyote Academy



follow your curiosity

study your heritage



Pascal’s Triangle
and Sphere Packing:
Designing a Bridge



Pascal’s Triangle is a grand 
central station of converging
math threads, including
Binomial Theorem and 
Bell Curve statistics.

Another grand central is the
sphere packing thread.  

A bridge between them is the
fact that triangular and 
tetrahedral numbers appear
in Pascal’s Triangle.



http://mathforum.org/workshops/usi/pascal/pascal_triangular.html
http://mathforum.org/workshops/usi/pascal/pascal_tetrahedral.html

From
Synergetics:
Explorations
In the Geometry
Of Thinking, by
R. Buckminster
Fuller

http://mathforum.org/workshops/usi/pascal/pascal_triangular.html
http://mathforum.org/workshops/usi/pascal/pascal_tetrahedral.html








Europython / Vilnius 2007



Sketches for PSF 
chairman, Pycon 2009
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URL
XP
XRL

storyboard
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NATIONAL CURRICULUM?

But wait!

Don’t we need this guy to make us all do the same thing?



Vancouver, WA 
is cool too

Spring of 2009, right after Pycon…
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Oregon's original 
"Silicon Forest" was on 
Portland's Southeast 
Hawthorne Boulevard, in 
Douglas Strain's company 
that eventually became 
Electro Scientific Industries 
and in Jack Murdock and 
Howard Vollum's appliance 
store that later became 
Tektronix.   [pg. 10]



“just use it”





Socially Responsible Gaming…

Recruiting more XX FOSS bosses (per OSCON 2008)…

… Coyote Academy, PKL, CSN …

CSN CTO

http://worldgame.blogspot.com/2008/07/women-and-foss.html



Free Rice… Language games:

parlor games… (salon)

casino gambling

church bingo

facebook / profile / chronofile

learning by playing

Touring 
facilities…



manga-code:  like pseudo-code but it runs… (for simulating the real deal)

http://mail.python.org/pipermail/edu-sig/2009-June/009405.html



Runtime… manga code in action, simulating CSN

“Café Philanthropique”



Explaining CSN OS to 
holdenweb.com on Steve’s 
IBM thinkpad, Pycon 2009
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Using Python generators:  A007318, A00217, A00292 (OEIS)
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Get Involved!
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Questions?



Thank You!   Be in touch:   4dsolutions.net
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